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Figure 1: Sypnosis video: The baby and the child appear at different times in
the original video, while the sypnosis video can represent them at the same time.

1 Introduction

Video sypnosis is a method which takes as an input a video with inherent redun-
dancies in time, and makes a representation of all the ”activities” in the video,
reducing the time and so the space in memory. See figure 1. Carving in the
timeline refers to a way of doing this using the Seams in a similar way in which
they are used for reducing the size of an image1 but reducing time instead, and
tempting to preserve the essential motions in the original video. This problem
has been studied using different technics of optimization on Markov Random
Fields, and simplifications of it. The ideas presented in section 2 of this docu-
ment were made from Professor Luiz Velho and me.
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1See Part 1
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2 Formulation of the Problem

Given a video with a long time of duration and with spatio-temporal redundan-
cies (like a surveillance video) how to make a compact representation preserving
the essential motions or ”activities”?. In this section we are going to make the
mathematical formulation of this problem using seam carving (in the sense of the
one studied in Part 1), and in the next section we will explore others aproaches.

2.1 Definitions and Basic Formulation

Let’s define the mathematics for carving in the Timeline. A sequence of images
will be denoted by f(i, j, t), with i, j spatial coordinates and t the time. So
f(i, j, t) give us the intensity value of pixel (i, j) at a time t. In a computer we
will have a discrete time. Suposse 0 ≤ t ≤ k where k is the number of frames
in the secuence. Also suposse each of the images in the sequence has the same
dimension n×m.

Similary to one dimension, a Seam Frame is a set of pixels {(i, j, S(i, j))}(n,m)

(i,j)=(1,1)

with |S(i, j)−S(i, j +1)| ≤ 1, |S(i, j)−S(i, j−1)| ≤ 1 ,|S(i, j)−S(i−1, j)| ≤ 1
and |S(i, j)− S(i + 1, j)| ≤ 1. This is words says that we are choosing for each
pixel one frame (or depth in the secuence), and the constraints make this a path
connected. Like in one dimension, the mapping S : [1, .., n]× [1, ..,m] → [1, .., k]
has to be set in a way we can use it for preserve the motion, and optimality will
be defined in terms of small changes in the time. So the energy fuction we
are going to use now, is given by the time derivate:

E(i, j, t) = |∂f(i, j, t)
∂t

|.

Thus small variations of f in the time can be found in E. The cost of a
Seam Frame is naturally given by

cost(S) = Σn
i=1Σ

m
j=1E(i, j, S(i, j)).

and again we will wish to find the optimal seam frame given by:

S∗ = minS{cost(S)} = minSΣn
i=1Σ

m
j=1E(i, j, S(i, j)).

If we could find S∗, we could remove this Seam Frame and make a time
shift on pixels next to the ones in S∗, resulting in a new sequence of images
with one frame less. Doing this several times will lead to a video sypnosis. The
next section extend this formulation to be able to find S∗ using optimization
techincs.

2.2 Mathematical Reformulation

The mapping S can be represented in a computer with a matrix Sij with di-
mensions n×m, where each component Sij is the value S(i, j). Let’s go deeper
and represent Sij with a vector V ∈ <nm, with Vm(i−1)+j = Sij . This stores S
by rows, and the constraints now reads:

−1 ≤ Vm(i−1)+j − Vm(i−1)+(j+1) ≤ 1

−1 ≤ Vm(i−1)+j − Vm(i−1)+(j−1) ≤ 1
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−1 ≤ Vm(i−1)+j − Vmi+j ≤ 1

−1 ≤ Vm(i−1)+j − Vm(i−2)+j ≤ 1

We wish to have this constraints in the form |AV | ≤ 1 for some matrix A.
In order to do this, define for 1 ≤ h ≤ nm:

aij(h) =


1, if h = m(i− 1) + j

−1, if h = m(i− 1) + (j + 1)
0, otherwise

bij(h) =


1, if h = m(i− 1) + j

−1, if h = m(i− 1) + (j − 1)
0, otherwise

cij(h) =


1, if h = m(i− 1) + j

−1, if h = mi + j)
0, otherwise

dij(h) =


1, if h = m(i− 1) + j

−1, if h = m(i− 2) + j

0, otherwise

and the constraints now are in the form:

|〈aij , V 〉| ≤ 1

|〈bij , V 〉| ≤ 1

|〈cij , V 〉| ≤ 1

|〈dij , V 〉| ≤ 1

or

|AijV | ≤ 1 , with Aij =


aij

bij

cij

dij


4×nm

for i, j from 2 to n−1,m−1 respectively. There are particular constraints for
the coordinates in the border, because each of these components have just 2 or 3
spatial neighbors, but the definition of their vectors aij etc, are straighforward.
We are now ready to formulate the problem in the previous section as a problem
of optimization constrained:{

Minimize F (V )
Subject to: |AV | ≤ 1

where

F (V ) = Σn
i=1Σ

m
j=1E(i, j, Vm(i−1)+j)

and
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A =


A11

A12

A13

· · ·
Anm


4nm×nm

This is a problem of optimization constrained that can be solved using the
dual problem asociated:

MaxV ∈Ck
G(µ) = inf{F (V ) + 〈µ,AV − 1〉}

where Ck = {V ∈ <nm, 1 ≤ Vh ≤ k, 1 ≤ h ≤ nm}, i.e, Ck is the set of seams
V . Making some calculations this is again equivalent to this:

Minµ≥0(−G(µ)) = Minµ≥0(SupV ∈Ck
{〈µ, 1−AV 〉 − F (V )}).

2.3 Simplifications

We will do a simplification of the problem in section 2.1 in this form: instead
of remove by pixel, we are going to remove a whole column or a whole row in a
specific frame. This can be done calculating the average of motion by column
or by row for all the frames. This will lead to a matrix M of dimensions m× k
(by column) or n × k by row, and aplying seam carving to M we will have a
seam (in the sense of one dimension) that will tell us the number of the frame
to remove a whole column or a whole row, respectively. Figure 2 summarize
this to remove whole columns.

Figure 2: Simplification: On the left we calculate M averaging the energy cube
by column in all the frames, and then to right we apply seam carving.

This simplifications leads to several artifacts (time inconsistences) when we
are dealing with videos with have an object moving from the first frame to
the last frame. The solution of the problem in section 2.2, combined with the
technics in the next section will produce better results.
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3 Other Aproaches

Suposse that given a long video you want to see what happen in it, but that time
is of no concern, i.e, you don’t care at which time things happen. In this case
Dynamic Video Sypnosis is a good aproach to a compact representation of the
video ([2]). Here each pixel has a level of activity, and we have a characteristic
function that detect active pixels: 1 if is active, 0 if is non active. Doing this
for the input video generates activity strips, see the figure below. The video
sypnosis S will be substancially shorter that the original video and it should
have the maximum activity of the original video.

Figure 3: Space-Time representation of video. Moving object creates ”activity
strips”. See that A, B happen at different moments respect to the activity strip
that is in the same space but in different time.

Formally, the sypnosis video is a mapping M assigning to every coordinate
(i, j, t) in the sypnosis video S the same pixel in some other or same time (given
that we are going to make shifts only in the time, and no in space). Of course
M is not unique. The optimal M is obtained optimizating the cost function:

E(M) = Ea(M) + Ed(M)

where Ea(M) indicates the loss of activity, and Ed(M) indicates the discon-
tinuity at the time shifts (or spatial discontinuities generated in S by M). For
more on this you should check [2].

Some other aproaches include Dynamosaics ([3]) for time flow manipulation
in video. This technic use the space-time volume (sequence of frames) to mosaic
panoramic videos. Suposse you have a video of a landscape. The recording
camera starts showing some parts of it and gradually begins to move across the
whole range. Dynamosaics is a method that allows from a video like this, create
a new video such that you can see all the parts of this landscape at the same
time, that is, the new video increase the size of the frames and reduce the time,
keeping the essential motions of course.
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